19 Galileo Drive | Stoney Creek

Welcome to 19 Galileo Drive
Gateway to wine country! Gorgeous Lakeside semi, in the sought after Blue Shore Development by DiCenzo Homes is an absolute Idyllic
location. Stately architecture with brick and stone facade offers 1665 square feet of luxury including 3 beds, 4 baths and an additional
fully finished lower level. From the professionally finished exterior hardscape, (2017) to the welcoming covered porch and open concept
floor plan will sure to impress! The curving solid wood staircase, 9’ ceilings, potlighting, cozy gas fireplace and gleaming hardwoods are
just a few of the main floor features.
Entertain guests from the chef’s open concept upgraded kitchen (2019) featuring glass backsplash, neutral ceramics, extended high cabinetry, undermount lighting, dark leathered countertops and Blanco sink. The main level is complete with a 2 pc powder room and spacious
living/dining room with access to the fully fenced backyard oasis through the double garden doors. Recently professionally finished lower
level offers a family room with large windows, thoughtfully planned kitchenette, multi-purpose yoga/storage/office room and loads of closets! Enjoy the panoramic setting from the large deck and covered gazebo to enjoy the gorgeous sunsets/sunrises. Minutes to the Newport
Yacht Club, Edgewater restaurant, and the lakefront. Easy access to nearby trails and 50 point Marina This one has it all!
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Let’s Maximize Your Investment

We are a top-producing, award-winning team since 2009, reaching RE/MAX Diamond Team for
2020. Our philosophy is to put clients first, recognizing that their home is often their single largest
investment. We offer an advanced technical marketing plan, in-depth market knowledge and
unmatched attention to detail. Our team consists of 3 highly motivated sales representatives
offering superior negotiating skills and a proven track record. We have a fantastic and dedicated
client care manager and marketing manager working behind the scenes to ensure that every
detail is taken care of to ensure a smooth and memorable real estate experience.

Not intended to solicit persons or properties currently under contractual agreement. Only certain areas of the property were photographed, and give an honest representation at the time they were taken.
All information provided herein is deemed reliable but not guaranteed. 1 Sales Representative, 2 Broker, 3 Marketing Manager.

